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Abstract
This research aims at analyzing the features of interactive dynamics in second graders’ peer interactions
(age 7-8) during cooperative writing in classroom settings. Focused on in-depth qualitative analyses of
videotaped data, four pupil pairs’ interactions have been examined in light of three dimensions: social,
cooperative and cognitive. Within two main types of dynamics (favoring vs. not favoring learning),
conjectures have been drawn about co-regulation processes in peer learning. While negative dynamics
have shown to be detrimental for the cognitive processing of the task, thus needing teacher contextual
regulation, positive dynamics have revealed three forms of teamwork, labelled self-reliant, autonomous
and dependent. The results show that young learners, even when engaged in positive dynamics, are not
always able to co-regulate peer learning. These findings call for teacher’s careful observation in order to
scaffold learners’ cognitive processing.
Keywords: collaborative writing, cooperative learning, interactive dynamics, learning processes,
qualitative analysis.

Towards Socially Constructed Learning

Most educational systems advise fostering peer interaction in order to enhance learning.
This recommendation is rooted in contemporary theories assuming social interaction to be a key
factor in informal and formal learning (e.g., Crahay, Dutrévis, & Marcoux, 2015). Cognitive
development has been defined as self-organization of actions and mental operations running
through mechanisms of assimilation, accommodation and equilibration (Piaget, 1975). Yet
learning occurs mostly in a social environment, so this definition has been developed in light of
notions like ‘zone of proximal development’ (Vygotsky, 1934/1962) and ‘scaffolding’ (Bruner,
1987/2015). Learning can be seen as information coordination, which is the most effective
when a task is situated in a learner’s zone of proximal development and when the teacher, or a
more competent peer, scaffolds the learner’s proceeding on task via social interaction.
Social mediation takes various forms and can foster learning through processes like
modeling (Bandura, 2000), collaboration or viewpoints’ confrontation (Doise & Mugny, 1997),
and stimulates diverse ways of participating in a learning community (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Interactions lead partners to ‘think aloud’ and thus develop metacognitive reflection by debate,
mutual questioning or explaining of strategies. Hence through social interaction, learning takes
place on interpersonal level first, then can be internalized on intrapersonal level (Vygotsky,
1934/1962; Bruner, 1987/2015).
Individual knowledge can also be seen as a part of human cognition, which is socially
constructed, processed and distributed between persons and between persons and tools as well
(Salomon, 1993). Knowing that the more information must be processed the more attention it
requires, management of a complex task (like writing for beginners) implies high cognitive
costs, thus simultaneous weakening of other processes (Fleuret & Thibeault, 2016). In this view,
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the presence of a partner could alleviate cognitive load by distributing it among learners. Such
a distribution could help to differentiate and select relevant information, as selectiveness is a
complex competence requiring costly processes like assessing and decision making (Ledzinska
& Czerniawska, 2008).
Peer Learning
In peer learning it is presumed that social interactions could support learners in dealing
with the cognitive aspects of school tasks. As a generic term, peer learning (Topping 2005)
includes diverse forms of knowledge and competence building through active help among
partners. In a perspective of self-regulated learning (Boekaerts, 1997, 2006), peer interaction is
considered as one of potential resources helping learners to gain autonomy in schoolwork and
thus become less dependent of teacher’s supervision. From a teacher’s viewpoint, peer learning
could represent a valuable way to increase time on task and each pupil’s responsibility in
learning (Lehraus, 2015) as well as to engage interactive regulation processes (Allal & Mottier
Lopez, 2007).
Social regulation in learning is perceived as one of the multiple factors leading from
hetero-regulation to self-regulation (Allal, 2001; Boekaerts & Corno, 2005). As shown in a
model of co-regulation of learning in school settings (Allal, 2015), self-regulation is embedded
in interactive settings, with peer interactions as potential factors of co-regulation; these
interactive settings are as well embedded in classroom situations, where teacher’s interventions
can regulate learners’ learning; at top level, teachers can also regulate the contextual features of
classroom situations. Furthermore, supportive tools (e.g., charts, lists) can be inserted at each
level of this model, linking them together. At last however, actual learning results from coregulation processes taking place between sources of potential contextual regulation and each
learner’s internal self-regulating mechanisms (Allal, 2015).
As theories advocate peer learning potential, one could expect teachers to be using
groupwork in everyday classroom practice. Yet in primary schools, a year-long observation
in UK has shown that groupwork is infrequent (less than 12% of classroom time) compared
to whole-class teaching and independent work (Baines, Blatchford, & Webster, 2015). Similar
results for time dedicated to groupwork were previously found in the USA, ranging from 7%
of classroom time (Pianta, Belsky, Houts, & Morrison, 2007) to 15% (Abrami, Poulsen, &
Chambers, 2004). Beyond quantity, findings concerning groupwork quality indicate that
learners were mostly merely sitting in groups (Baines, Blatchford, & Kutnick, 2003) rather
than working together as teams. Additionally, when peer interaction happened to take place,
problems in groupwork functioning were observed (Kutnick, Ota, & Berdondini, 2008) as
well as low quality interaction (e.g., sharing answers without argumentation) between primary
school learners (Baines et al., 2015). However, according to the idea that group discussion can
improve performance, a research has shown that under conditions of accurate collaboration
between 10 year-old learners, it is the quality of argumentation (and not an individual’s selfconfidence) that explains group performance (Trouche, Sander, & Mercier, 2014).
Problem of Research
Teachers are prompted to organize interactive learning settings in classrooms, but only
a minor part of them report frequent groupwork practice. Besides, good practice is more than
just sitting in groups. Cooperative learning (Slavin, 1996, 2015) is a set of educational methods
designed to promote participation and learning of all group members in a cooperatively shared
undertaking (Davidson & Worsham, 1992; for an overview of methods, see Sharan, 1999). For
more than three decades, cooperative learning methods and their beneficial effects on social and
academic outcomes have been well documented (for meta-analyses, see Johnson, Maruyama,
Johnson, Nelson, & Skon, 1981; Roseth, Johnson, & Johnson, 2008; Slavin, 1983, 1996).
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Literature shows that cooperative learning could help teachers to organize peer
interaction in order to promote learning. However, benefits of cooperative learning do not
occur automatically, and if the method is not properly implemented, considerable difficulties
can happen, such as dysfunctional teams and learners’ resistance to groupwork (Boruvkova
& Emanovsky, 2016). A recent survey has shown two main challenges for teachers (207 from
67 schools in Geneva, Switzerland) when implementing cooperative learning in primary
school classrooms: their beliefs regarding learning, and pragmatic hindrances such as time and
curriculum constraints (Buchs, Filippou, Pulfrey, & Volpé, 2017).
Beyond multiple classroom implementation issues (Sharan, 2010), it is yet not clear
whether even the youngest learners are able to work together in cooperatively structured
peer learning, as studies in first grades of primary school are underrepresented in literature
on cooperative learning. Focused on cooperative learning with young learners in Geneva, a
pilot study has shown that second graders (age 7-8) were globally able to work together in
structured cooperative settings (Lehraus, 2010, 2015). In this research, pupil pairs engaged in
cooperative writing tasks without teacher help or supervision for a very large amount of time
(92% of all devoted time to paired writing). Learners also displayed appropriate functioning by
demonstrating huge commitment in on-task matter with the assigned partner in an interactive,
mostly joint form of participation.
These findings draw a general picture of pupil pairs’ global functioning during teamwork,
the way it could be observed from a teacher’s overall viewpoint. However, is the teacher able
to detect to what extent pupil pairs’ interactions are constructive, or not, for task completing as
well as for individual learning? Could the teacher point out which forms of interactions are the
most and the least helpful? What kind of difficulties hinder learners’ interactive functioning and
learning? And furthermore, when and how to intervene in order to regulate learners’ interactive
learning processes?
Research Focus
By examining empirical qualitative data of a pilot study on second graders’ cooperative
writing during quasi-ecological settings in classrooms (Lehraus, 2015), this research is
focused on what can be learned about the quality of young learners’ peer interactions and what
conjectures could be drawn on this basis for teacher’s scaffolding interventions during peer
learning in writing.
Learning to write is a very complex task for beginners. Therefore, it could be supportive
to provide learners with external resources - or tools, like checklists (Allal, 2015). Another
facilitation could lay in collaborative working procedures, allowing learners to benefit
from dialogue with peers (Yarrow & Topping, 2001) and so promote peer regulation. Such
opportunities of dialogue about writing, considered as an object per se and thus seen from
outside, could foster development of metalinguistic competences by joint construction of
representations about written language (Fleuret & Thibeault, 2016). A research with preschoolers
(Morin & Montésimos-Gelet, 2003) revealed that children’s metalinguistic comments during
collaborative writing have had an important impact on appropriation of writing and on the
quality of output written in triads.
Yet outcomes on learning do not materialize unless teachers structure peer interactions
and prepare learners to work in groups efficiently (Johnson, Johnson, & Johnson Holubec,
2002). Furthermore, taking time for cooperative skills training has shown to have positive
effects on primary school learners’ interactions and learning (Blatchford, Baines, Rubie-Davies,
Basset, & Chowne, 2006). In this research (Lehraus, 2015), in order to facilitate young learners’
learning in writing, potential sources of contextual regulation (Allal, 2015) have been inserted
at three levels: 1) by structuring classroom settings through a cooperative learning method
(Johnson et al., 2002); 2) by including a cooperative skills training into the writing tasks; 3) by
providing pupil groups with cooperatively co-constructed tools (e.g., checklists).
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This research addresses the following question: which types of peer interactive dynamics
do, or do not, lead to peer co-regulation during a paired writing task? Based on illustrations
from empirical data, it suggests a heuristic typology of interactive dynamics, some of which
could foster, or not, peer learning. Furthermore, it explores which types of dynamics would
call teacher intervention in order to involve pupil pairs in more constructive processing while
undertaking together the writing task at hand.
Methodology of Research

General Background
The research took place in one primary school in Geneva, which demographics matched
the average level of the district. An original instructional design was created for the purpose
of this research (Lehraus, 2010, 2015), which has been approved by the committee of ethics
for research in public schools. Two cooperative learning interventions, aimed at developing
both cognitive and cooperative skills, were conducted and observed in two classes (Grade 2,
age 7-8). Each intervention was composed of eight tasks in cooperative paired writing, which
integrated a novel cooperative skills training tailored for its inclusion into the writing tasks, and
co-construction of tools (material resources) for writing. The interventions were conducted in
autumn and spring of the same school year over a period of six weeks each.
Sample of Research
The interactions of four target learners in each class, working in pairs with gender and
writing-level balanced classmates, have been videotaped throughout both interventions (16
tasks, 26 hours in sum). Focused on paired teamwork, analyses have been carried out in order to
document peer interactions at the end of the whole classroom-intervention. Therefore, analyzed
data include only the moments, but all the moments when learners were supposed to work
together without teachers’ help or supervision.
Instrument and Procedures
Three types of analyses have been carried out on learners’ interactions: 1) global
quantitative analyses, focused on how pupil pairs engaged in assigned tasks; 2) in-depth
qualitative analyses, in order to deepen understanding of this global functioning; 3) statistical
analyses, aimed at unraveling the complexity of social, cooperative and cognitive dimensions
of interactive dynamics (Lehraus, 2015). Here the focus is on in-depth qualitative analyses.
Data Analysis
For in-depth analyses, recorded data have been transcribed in detail and subdivided into
episodes (N=293). Each episode has been coded with a novel multifaceted coding system, which
has been elaborated and adjusted to the data (Lehraus, 2010, 2015). Four pupil pairs’ momentto-moment interactions were examined in order to analyze the qualitative features of interactive
processes in light of three dimensions (social, cooperative and cognitive). For the social
dimension, coding categories have been inspired by an analytical framework for qualitative
analysis of learners’ interactions (Kumpulainen & Mutanen, 1999), and adjusted according to
methodological outlines for examining effects of cooperative skills trainings (Gillies, 2000).
For the cooperative dimension, coding categories have been derived from an existing model
(Baker, 2002). For the cognitive dimension, the coding categories have been developed in a
‘bottom-up’ way, for being best suited to the nature of the data. These three closely linked
dimensions have been treated separately for analytical purpose, and in each dimension, several
indicators have been defined in order to code each episode. All the categories and indicators
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have been elaborated and refined through iterative processes in collaboration between three
experts before having been stabilized.
In the social dimension, four indicators have been developed consistently with the
trained cooperative skills: listening (e.g., looking at the partner, not interrupting the partner
while speaking); dialogue (e.g., questioning the partner, explaining each one’s point of view);
engaging (e.g., helping the partner, sharing materials); relational climate (e.g., behaving
respectfully, speaking with a nice tone). Combination of codes across these four facets allowed
rating of each episode as reflecting globally positive, negative or neutral social behavior.
The cooperative dimension has been considered in light of three facets (Baker, 2002):
degree of symmetry (e.g., equivalent contribution to the task from both partners), degree of
agreement (e.g., explicit or implicit agreement about completing the task), and degree of
alignment (e.g., focusing on the same aspect of the task). Combining of codes did result in
various forms of cooperation derived from Baker’s model. Lastly, each episode has been rated
as reflecting effective (aligned) or apparent (not aligned) forms of cooperation.
For the cognitive dimension, three indicators have been developed about young learners’
task undertaking: use of external resources (e.g., checklists, blackboard); task treatment (e.g.,
cognitive elaboration on writing, task management), and task evolution (e.g., completing,
correcting).
Results of Research

Firstly, several extracts of pupil pairs’ interactions in a writing task are presented to
illustrate different associations of codes in social and cooperative dimensions, so as to describe
the features of these episodes’ interactive dynamics. Secondly, these emerging dynamics are
examined in order to perceive to what extent they seem constructive for peer learning. Finally,
these dynamics’ potential is explored, in order to detect potentially informative indicators
showing a need for teacher intervention.
Social and Cooperative Features of Interactive Dynamics
During the task of paired writing of an informative text about cats, following excerpts
reflect different interactive dynamics taking place between 7-8 years-old learners. Extract 1
shows positive social behavior associated to effective cooperation between Ben and Aude1.
Extract 1
1.
Ben
2.
Aude
3.
Ben
4.
Aude
5.
Ben
6.
Aude
7.
Ben
8.
Aude
9.
Ben

a dot now (looks at Aude) so it’s done, I put a full stop here
ok (looks at what Ben wrote) now it’s my turn
yes, now you write
what shall we write here? (looks at the sheet, then at Ben)
I think it’s finished, right here (looks at Aude, then at the sheet)
well, because here (points to the sheet) what else would you want to write?
(looks at the sheet)
yes, it’s finished here, let’s go to next?
yes, next is here (takes the checklist)

In this episode, positive social climate is combined with effective cooperation, as
both learners listen to each other and are aligned on the same topic in communication. Such
interactive dynamic leads them to agree that one of the text’s parts (about cats’ behavior) is
already completed, so they decide to write a phrase suited for the next part of the text (about
cats’ feeding), as expected. Learners display on-task focus and also mutually co-regulate their
choice of what to undertake at the moment, in order to continue completing the writing task.
The interaction helps them to proceed correctly and thus can be seen as a supportive peer coregulation within the cognitive task.
1

Learners’ names have been changed and transcripts have been translated from French.
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Next extract shows a less favorable situation, with positive social behavior but only
apparent cooperation between Ben and Aude.
Extract 2
1. Aude
2. Ben
3. Aude
4. Ben
5. Aude
6. Ben
7. Aude
8. Ben

so ‘cat’ here (writes)
‘c’-‘a’-‘t’(spells)
wait… here (stops writing)
and ‘s’… here you write ‘s’
but wait… here… shouldn’t we put a full stop here? (looks at Ben)
‘a’-‘t’-‘s’ when there are more of them
‘the cat is playing’ (reads aloud) full stop here?
if there is more than one cat… put the ‘s’

In this episode, despite a positive social climate, learners are not aligned on the same
aspect of the task at hand: while Ben is spelling a word and precising its plural form, Aude is
looking back at the previous phrase, where a dot is missing, and is asking Ben about that issue.
So, learners seem to work together, but they cooperate only apparently. Here, even with on-task
focus, their interactions do not bring any benefit to each other’s dealing out with a different
aspect of the writing task.
Next extract shows another less favorable situation, with effective cooperation but
negative social behavior between Killian and Dina.
Extract 3
1.
Killian
here let’s put ‘kitten’… (looks at Dina)
2.
Dina
(continues humming a song)
3.
Killian
kittens eat only baby mouse
4.
Dina
but look, how shall I write it here? I need an eraser (looks at Killian and tries
to take his eraser, but Killian does not give it to her) I can’t (sighs)
5.
Killian
(imitates Dina’s sigh) it’s my eraser so I will do it (erases)
6.
Dina
stop it! (by trying to take the eraser, tears up the sheet) I will call the teacher!

In this episode, negative social climate, even if associated with effective cooperation (the
alignment being reflected by learners both wanting to write a phrase), does not lead to on-task
focus and writing, hence this dynamic prevents learners from making the most of this interactive
setting’s potential. This excerpt illustrates a frequent problematic peer functioning, showing an
arising conflict and off-task behavior, which meets usual teachers’ doubts about efficacy of
groupwork practice. Such interactive dynamic seems detrimental for task completing and peer
learning, as well as for these learners’ relationship.
Next extract shows another not favorable situation, with negative social behavior as well
as apparent cooperation between Habib and Lara.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extract 4
Habib
Lara
Habib
Lara
Habib
Lara
Habib
Lara

it is a ‘s’ here (looks at Lara)
wait (looks at the blackboard) wait, wait, keep quiet, I have another solution
(yawning)
what is that for a scribbling? (looks at the sheet, then erases)
but… (looks at Lara)
keep quiet (continues to erase) look at this horrible writing
what? … no, it has to be ‘x’ here (looks at Lara)
(continues to erase)

In this episode, the negative social climate is combined with apparent cooperation, as
Lara is dealing with the quality of Habib’s handwriting while he is trying to talk about the
final letter of a previously written word. The learners are not aligned on the same topic in
communication, thus this dynamic does not allow them to correct together the plural form (‘x’
vs. ‘s’) of the word. Besides, Lara’s disrespectful behavior in this episode probably results in an
unpleasant teamwork experience for both learners.
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In the light of the presented illustrations, it is noticeable that some of these dynamics
seem to offer better conditions for peer learning than others. Following this path, insights gained
from whole in-depth analysis have led to combine social and cooperative dimensions, so as to
suggest a tentative typology of interactive dynamics: dynamics favoring learning (featuring
positive social behavior linked to effective cooperation) and dynamics not favoring learning
(characterized by negative social behavior associated to apparent cooperation). These two
types of dynamics are now explored with regard to pupil pairs’ undertaking of the cognitive
dimension in writing and the impact on task evolution.
Dynamics Not Favoring Learning and Task Evolution
Assuming negative social behavior to be detrimental for learning because of high potential
of non-constructive conflicts and disrespectful attitudes likely to result in off-task behavior (cf.
extracts 3 and 4), these situations obviously need to be teacher-regulated. Such regulation should
take place at the contextual level on the classroom situation’s features (e.g., by emphasizing
the cooperative facet of teamwork structure). If not adjusted at this level, regulation is needed
through teacher-pupil interventions at teamwork setting’s level, where such dynamics are quite
easily perceived by the teacher and usually quickly managed. However, it could deprive other
learners of teacher intervention, if needed for task issues. This could happen with dynamics that
are not so easily spotted from teacher’s overall standpoint during teamwork settings, like when
learners’ social behavior is positive, but their cooperation only apparent (cf. extract 2). In this
research, overall negative social behavior concerned less than 25% of episodes (67 out of 293).
Dynamics Favoring Learning and Task Evolution
Dynamics favoring learning, which means episodes coded with both positive behavior
and effective cooperation (134 episodes out of 293, which is not far from half of the whole),
show diverse features with respect to the writing task. Most of them display peer co-regulation,
such as following extract, where Aude and Ben jointly search ideas to write about cats’ behavior.
Extract 5
1.
Aude
2.
Ben
3.
Aude
4.
Ben
5.
Aude
6.
Ben
7.
Aude
8.
Ben
9.
Aude
10.
Ben

so… the kittens… (looks at Ben)
this feline (looks at the checklist) no... the kittens eat… oh no, we cannot here
the kittens … they drink (looks at Ben)
no (looks at Aude) it is not for cats’ behavior
they drink milk, yes we can, it’s a behavior … oh no, it’s like what they eat…
so the kittens… they… they jump? (looks at Aude)
the kittens play?
or they run?
no they rather play
they play with the other kittens all together

In this episode, careful listening to each other’s proposals leads both learners to react to
the partner’s idea with a more external posture than it would be towards one’s own idea, so they
are able to examine critically the relevance of the proposals for the cats’ behavior theme. The
positive social climate allows them to share their proposals kindly without making fun of each
other’s ideas, and to stay aligned on the same issue in dialogue, thus cooperating effectively.
These conditions can favor mutual listening and taking into account each one’s ideas in order
to agree for choosing the most relevant one. This episode also leads to a positive evolution, as
it allows a correct peer co-regulation focused on the writing task.
Ben and Aude do not need the checklist to regulate the choice of what they decide to
write, as well as they do not need teacher’s help nor supervision. Yet they take profit of each
other as a dialogue partner, which stimulates generation of several ideas and allows them to
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‘think aloud’ about the relevance of shared proposals for a theme of writing. Regarding the
task, such interactive dynamic (without any external resources except the partner as a resource)
could be labelled as self-reliant teamwork.
Following extract illustrates another situation, when Ben and Aude need an external
resource to write correctly the word meaning “dry cat food” (croquette but ending with ‘s’
of the plural form to be written properly, because of its use in the sense of “a loaf of dried
croquettes” in French).
Extract 6
1.
Aude
(writes) can you please spell ‘croquette’ for me?
2.
Ben
croquettes? Wait a minute (looks at the checklist) ‘k’-‘r’-‘o’
3.
Aude
‘k’-‘r’-‘o’? (stops writing and looks at Ben, then at the checklist) it’s a ‘c’!
4.
Ben
oh ‘c’! (at the same moment as Aude) ‘c’ (laughs) then ‘c’-‘r’-‘o’-‘d’… no
‘q’
5.
Aude
‘e’-‘t’-‘t’-‘e’ (writes)
6.
Ben
but what are you writing? (looks at the sheet where Aude is writing) it’s not
this way
7.
Aude
(looks at the checklist) oh there is a ‘u’ (erases)
8.
Ben
yes ‘u’! ‘u’-‘e’-‘t’-‘t’-‘e’ (looks at Aude) well done!
9.
Aude
(finishes to write) that’s it!
10.
Ben
that’s it, ‘croquette’, but add ‘s’ because there’s a lot of them, then I will write
‘and meat leftovers’

This episode shows how frail young learners’ writing competence is, and how useful
for them an external resource (here a checklist) can be. It demonstrates also how demanding is
handwriting at this age, from a cognitive load viewpoint. In order to select relevant information
for writing, needed attentional processes to achieve a complex task are carried out by both
learners, each of them performing or controlling only a part of a distributed undertaking.
Here, it means selection of written information on a material resource, transfer of graphic
characters through handwriting and phonological spelling. Errors in spelling (‘k’ instead of ‘c’
on phonological level, and ‘d’ instead of ‘q’ on graphological level) show learners’ difficulty to
differentiate comparable information.
By dialoguing upon these issues, learners practice co-regulation in writing, which could
help them to progress in selecting information. Additionally, as all these issues are linked to
learners’ knowledge of written language, moment to moment peer co-regulation could help
them to develop metalinguistic competences. With regard to the task, interactive dynamics
where learners jointly proceed with autonomous use of an external resource could be labelled
as autonomous teamwork.
Following extract illustrates a less autonomous situation, as Ben and Aude cannot resolve
an identified problem through neither dialogue nor external resource use, thus needing teachers’
help.
Extract 7
1.
Aude
		
2.
Ben
3.
Aude
4.
Ben
5.
Aude
6.
Ben
7.
Aude
8.
Ben
9.
Aude
10.
Ben
		

‘i’-‘n’-‘k’ (spells while looking at the checklist, where verbs are listed in the
infinitive form)
(finishes to write) done, ‘to drink’ (reads aloud) and now ‘milk’
wait, here you wrote ‘to drink’ (looks at Ben)
cats are drinking! milk (looks at Aude)
but it’s written ‘drink’
wait, wait (reads aloud) ‘cats to drink’… that doesn’t mean anything (erases)
(looks at the checklist) should I call the teacher?
drink, drinking… (looks at the checklist with Aude)
wait (points to the checklist) there’s only ‘to drink’ here
but it’s not ok to write (reads aloud) ‘cats to drink milk’ (rises his hand) let’s
call the teacher
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In this episode, Ben and Aude are confronted to the necessity to conjugate a verb but
they find only its infinitive form in their checklist. By mutual controlling and reading aloud,
they find out that what they wrote is not correct but seem unable to adjust it. As they both
want to write the text correctly, they call the teacher for assistance. The interactive dynamic in
this episode, where learners discuss about the issues of the task and use external tools for this
purpose, could be considered as autonomous teamwork. However, regarding the task evolution
and the necessity of teacher help to resolve the problem at hand, this episode is at last labelled
as dependent teamwork.
The three latter illustrations (cf. extracts 5, 6 and 7) demonstrate various subtle interactive
dynamics, where young learners display constructive peer co-regulations in complex and costly
writing tasks. Considering that teacher regulation of interactive dynamics that are not favoring
learning could be realized at contextual level by structuring classroom situations, teacher
regulation during settings could then become a lighter and more rewarding task. Teachers’ main
purpose would then be to detect various indicators of dependent teamwork dynamics, in order
to intervene in groups needing assistance on task.
Discussion

Illustrations of young pupil pairs’ interactions in writing have shown two types of
interactive dynamics, with regard to potential dealing with the cognitive aspects of a task:
dynamics favoring learning and those not favoring learning. Knowing that effectiveness of
teamwork is determined by the extent to which members can clarify their own understanding
by asking and answering questions and build upon each other’s contributions (Boruvkova &
Emanovsky, 2016), dynamics composed of positive social behavior associated to effective
(aligned) cooperation seem to offer the most appropriate conditions for learners to benefit from
interaction in a peer co-regulation perspective.
With respect to the impact of interactive dynamics on task evolution, illustrative extracts
had reflected diverse forms of teamwork, regarding how efficiently pupil pairs could achieve a
writing task through peer co-regulation only (in so called self-reliant teamwork), with addition
of supportive tools (autonomous teamwork) and with teacher assistance if needed (dependent
teamwork). As shown in the design of the classroom-intervention (Lehraus, 2010, 2015), teacher
action has first begun at a contextual level (Allal, 2015), by structuring classroom situations
with cooperative learning, cooperative skills training and co-construction of supportive tools
for writing. Contextual regulation at this level can be seen as a first step to lessen negative social
climate and off-task behaviors during peer learning settings, and hence set conditions for selfreliant and autonomous teamwork. Consequently, teacher would gain availability for detecting
subtler interactive dynamics such as apparent (non-aligned) cooperation and, more generally,
dependent teamwork.
Episodes of dependent teamwork have shown that second graders (7-8 years-old) may be
less skilled than older ones in argumentative competence, thus their interactions may not have
enhanced group performance as much as fifth graders’ discussions (10 years-old) did in another
research (Trouche et al., 2014). Such findings call for further exploration on how to improve use
of cognitive resources in young learners.
In this research with beginners in writing like second graders, cooperative writing
seems to have alleviated the cognitive load of the task by its distribution among partners. Even
selecting information during spelling has occasionally resulted in errors, which have been
regulated during interaction through mutual control. Based on these empirical illustrations,
learning through peer co-regulation is thus consistent with the idea of progressing “from a lack
of differentiation of information, through selectiveness carried out under guidance (externally
controlled), to self-regulated selectiveness” (Ledzinska & Czerniawska, 2008, p. 83).
By dialoguing about written language, learners practice co-regulation in writing, which
could help them to improve in selecting information and developing metalinguistic vocabulary.
Hence aligned dialogue within effective cooperation could also foster joint construction of
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representations about written language, which is consistent with findings showing increase
of metalinguistic content in non-native speakers’ interactions (Fleuret & Thibeault, 2016).
Such interactive dynamics fostering learning are also consistent with findings showing that
metalinguistic comments are impacting factors for appropriation of writing in preschoolers
(Morin & Montésimos-Gelet, 2003).
Conclusions

The small number of learner pairs is a limitation in this research, since the process
of qualitative analysis is complex and time-consuming. Another specificity of qualitative
research is the inability to generalize the obtained results. Nevertheless, these results may be an
inspiration for further in-depth studies.
Despite these restrictions, this limited sample processed through systematic combination
of precisely defined codes has allowed to shed light on interactive dynamics that are not as
stimulating for peer learning as they seem to be. In terms of implications for everyday practice,
teachers’ global viewpoint during peer learning might be too superficial to allow them to detect
what lies beneath apparently satisfactory interactive dynamics. Hence, teachers might not be
aware to miss opportunities to regulate learners’ learning.
Insights gained from this qualitative exploration of empirical data allow suggesting
perspectives on teacher regulation during peer learning, once conditions for autonomous
groupwork and dynamics fostering learning are set. Listening to young learners’ emerging
metalinguistic comments while they are jointly undertaking writing tasks would give teachers
an access to their actual understanding and cognitive processing, which is a valuable means to
fine-tune effective scaffolding.
For this purpose, an ongoing research specifically sets under examination dynamics of
dependent teamwork in order to define more precisely several indicators showing learners’ need
for help in the cognitive aspects of a task. Such indicators could guide teachers to discriminate
which groups could benefit of scaffolding interventions in order to develop learners’ cognitive
processing and metalinguistic competence.
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